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Introduction

relative relief) and large composite ridges (>100 m relative relief
and arcuate in form). Large composite thrust ridges in North
Dakota are described by (Moran et al. 1980). The Brandon Hills
in southwestern Manitoba are an example of a small composite
linear ridge (Welsted and Young 1980; Aber 1989). Cupolahills are glaciotectonic hills lacking a hill-hole relationship and
or transverse ridge morphology (Bluemle and Clayton 1984).
They have a dome-like morphology, circular to oval to elongated
oval shape, and are composed of deformed floes of Quaternary
sediments or older bedrock overlain by a thin carapace of till
(Benn and Evans 2010). Finally, megablocks or rafts are dislocated slabs of rock and unconsolidated material transported from
their original position by glacial action (Benn and Evans 2010).
The Qu’appelle Valley megablock located near Esterhazy Saskatchewan is a local example and demonstrates the susceptibility of the Cretaceous Pierre Shale Formation to glaciotectonism
(Christianson 1971).
Two, perhaps three, of these types of constructional glaciotectonic landforms have been found in the Glacial Lake Proven
Basin, Riding Mountain Uplands, Manitoba. Other concealed
structures including bedrock folds, faults and contortions have
been recognized in Cretaceous exposures along the Manitoba
Escarpment (McGinn 2000).

Constructional glaciotectonic landforms include a variety of
hills, ridges and plains composed wholly or partly of soft bedrock or drift masses deformed or dislocated by glacier-ice movement (Aber 1985). Aber (1989) classified constructional glaciotectonic landforms into five types, comprising hill-hole pairs,
large composite ridges, small composite ridges, cupola-hills,
and flat lying mega blocks. These classes represent the ideal
generic types within a continuum of glaciotectonic landforms.
Intermediate, transitional, and mixed features also can be described.
Benn and Evans (2010) employ Aber’s 1989 classification
in their textbook and include descriptive examples of each constructional glaciotectonic landform. The hill-hole pair is described as a discrete hill of ice thrust material situated a short
distance down-glacier from a depression of similar size and
shape. Aber et al. (1993) illustrate an example of multiple hillhole pairs from the Devils Lake area in North Dakota. Composite ridges are composed of multiple slices of upthrust and
contorted bedrock and/or unconsolidated sediments which are
often interlayered and overlain with glacigenic material (Benn
and Evans 2010). Aber (1989) subdivides these constructional
glaciotectonic landforms into small composite ridges (<100 m
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Figure 1
Constructional glaciotectonic landforms in the Glacial Lake Proven Basin
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Field trip excursion and description of stops

although Glacial Lake Proven deposits certainly have modified
the bedrock extracted depressions.
These cupola-hills/hill-hole pairs are composed of the Odanah Shale member of the Pierre Formation. Odanah Shale is
described as hard olive-grey siliceous shale with soft interbeds
of darker olive-grey shale (McNeil et al. 1981). The shales are
composed of clay sized siliceous particles which show no sign
of biogenic origin. The mineralogy is described as amorphous
silica and illite with traces of quartz and organic carbon (Bannatyne 1970). Odanah Shale is jointed. Joints stain reddish to
purplish-brown and ironstone concretions are common. Roadcut exposures in the small oval hill just north of Erickson (Figure 2) indicate that while the strike is generally as expected, the
dip appears to be disrupted and plunges opposite the acknowledged western trend.
Approximately 0.5 m of Zelena Till overlies the shale core.
The Zelena Formation, on average, is 0.5 m–5.0 m thick in the
region and represents the uppermost tills and intertill sediments
on the Riding Mountain Uplands (Klassen 1979). The Zelena Formation was deposited during the final stages of glacial
stagnation during the Late Wisconsinan. Oxidized Zelena Till
is usually yellowish-brown or very dark grey-brown in colour.
Fresh (unoxidized) exposures are dark olive-grey or very dark
grey. The till is shale rich but since Pierre Shale clasts tend
to disintegrate when removed from the matrix, it is difficult to
determine a percentage composition. Carbonates constitute approximately 26%–36% of the clasts (Klassen 1979).
Stratigraphic exposures in the Erickson pit (see Figure 1)
located adjacent to the southernmost hill-hole pair reveal two
tills overlying deformed sands and gravel. The upper diamict,
described as a supraglacial meltout complex, overlies a slightly
more compact supraglacial ablation till. The meltout complex is
usually a typical diamict, massive in appearance but with occasional concentrations of relatively coarse or fine material forming vague lenses. The ablation till is massive and slightly more
compact. The prominent clasts are typically Interlake carbonates as the local Odanah Shale clasts quickly achieve terminal
grade during transport. Larger shale clasts are evident but difficult to remove without fracture. The underlying fluvial facies
(proglacial outwash) contains shearing flexures and small thrust
faults; features supporting a glaciotectonic modification hypothesis. Pebble clast fabric analysis from the till exposures towards
the north support the hill-hole hypothesis illustrated in Figure 1.

The following field trip was part of the 2014 Annual Meeting of
the Prairie Division of the Canadian Association of Geographers
held in Wasagaming, Manitoba. The field trip was designed
to provide examples of ice-shoved hills and related glaciotectonic features and consisted of driving excursions traversing the
glaciogenic landscape, accompanied by brief photo stops for
photography and presentation stops where there was a short descriptive presentation and discussion. The field trip begins on
Provincial Highway 10 just north of Erickson, Manitoba. The
route, photo stops and presentation stops are indicated on Figure
1.
Photo stop 1: A cupola-hill
Provincial Highway 10, 2.7 km northwest of Erickson, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 434111.00 E, 5596472.00
N; Approximate elevation 620 m ASL
Cupola-hills have a dome-like morphology, circular to oval
shape and are composed of deformed Quaternary sediments or
bedrock overlain by a thin veneer of till (Benn and Evans 2010).
Provincial Highway 10 bisects the feature.

Figure 2
Cupola-hill. (Photo credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

Presentation stop 1: Road cut into an oval-shaped iceshoved hill on Provincial Highway 10
Provincial Highway 10, 2.8 km northwest of Erickson, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 433745.55 E, 5596777.27
N; Approximate elevation 632 m ASL

The Glacial Lake Proven Plain, large ice-shoved
ridge and Odanah Shale exposures
In the Ditch Lake area (Figure 1), Wisconsinan glacial ice moving from the north-northeast to the south-southwest over the
Riding Mountains Uplands excavated a large body of shale bedrock. The block of shale froze to the base of the glacier and was
transported 2.5 km south-southwest where it was deposited as
an elongated oval-shaped ridge. The large elongated oval ridge

The ice-shoved hill is oval in form, approximately 0.75 km in diameter and 10–15 m high. The cupola-hill and a second similar
hill located 1.5 km towards the northeast of this site appear to
be associated with small depression lakes located approximately
2.0 km upstream of ice flow directions (40°–50° azimuth). Consequently they may be speculatively classified as hill-hole pairs
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016 18: 102–109
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Figure 3
Microwave Tower Hill. (Photo credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

Figure 4
Glacial Lake Proven lacustrine sands over Odanah Shale. (Photo
credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

is situated north of Erickson, east of Provincial Highway 10 and
approximately half way between the southern ice-shoved oval
hills and the more northern elongated oval hills (Figure 1). This
ice-shoved elongated oval ridge (EOH) is 3.5 km long and 1.0
km wide. The feature is approximately 15 m in relative relief
except for a prominent dome-shaped hill located near the southern end, which stands 45 m above the Glacial Lake Proven plain
shown in Figure 3. On the Glacial Lake Proven plain, meltwaters from stagnating glacial ice flooded into the region depositing lacustrine sands and silt in low lying areas surrounding the
constructional glaciotectonic hills. Klassen (1966) named the
associated lake, Glacial Lake Proven. Detailed mapping (Klassen 1966, 1979; McGinn 1991, 1997, 2002; Zaniewski et al.
2007, 2009) has determined that Glacial Lake Proven deposits
occur at elevations below 625 m.

The ice-shoved ridge is composed of displaced Odanah Shale
overlain by a thin veneer of Zelena Till. Light coloured carbonates, derived from the Interlake Region, constitute approximately 26%–36% of the clasts. Large glacial erratics (field stones)
are found along fence lines.
Photo stop 4: Odanah Shale exposure
Roadcut, 0.4 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on the Ditch Lake
Road, approximately 6.6 km south-southeast of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 432865.25 E, 5601872.70
N; Approximate elevation 639 m ASL
In some locales, Glacial Lake Proven fine sands overlie the glacially disturbed Odanah Shale. In this location, lacustrine fine
sand shave settled into wider surface fractures in the glaciotectonically disturbed Odanah Shale (Figure 4).

Photo stop 2: Microwave Tower Hill
1.4 km east of Provincial Highway 10 and 1.65 km northeast of
the intersection of Provincial Highways 45 and 10; NTS 62J/12
Wasagaming; 14 U 433791.50 E, 5598552.70 N; Approximate
elevation 614 m ASL

Presentation stop 2: Ditch Lake view point
9.2 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on the Ditch Lake Road,
approximately 6.9 km southeast of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS
62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 434520.57 E, 5602218 N; Approximate elevation 615 m ASL

Microwave Tower Hill is 3.5 km long and 1.0 km wide. The
feature is approximately 15 m in relative relief except for a this
prominent dome shaped hill located at the southern end, which
stands 45 m above the Glacial Lake Proven plain.

Ditch Lake covers an area of 941,000 m2 and has a maximum
depth of approximately 11 m. It is estimated that Ditch Lake
holds approximately 3,711 dam3 of stored water. The mean
depth, calculated as total volume/surface area, is 3.94 m. Ditch
Lake is very elongated in shape having a northwest to southeast
orientation. The water body is approximately 2,780 m in length
along a mid-lake line. The maximum width normal to this midlake line is approximately 631 m. The local name is not related
to the ditch-like form of the lake but named after a late 1870s
settler in the area, W.H Ditch. On topographic maps the lake is

Photo stop 3: Odanah Shale exposure
Roadcut, 1.0 km east of Provincial Highway 10, approximately
6.0 km north-northwest of Erickson, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12
Wasagaming; 14 U 433460.56 E, 5600200.90 N; Approximate
elevation 628 m ASL
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aesthetic considerations. A rigorous water sampling program
was implemented to assess the trophic status, phosphorus budget and cottage carrying and boating capacity of each lake. Beck
found that Ditch Lake was eutrophic. The water was considered
suitable for recreational purposes, except during major algae
blooms. Excessive phosphorus loading due at least in part to
over development was responsible for the deterioration in water
quality. He estimated that the development capacity had been
exceeded by about 500%. Not surprisingly, the boating capacity
also had been exceeded, exacerbating the water quality problems and increasing the risk of physical injury to individuals due
to boating accidents. He also recommended that further development of Ditch Lake not be permitted, and that restrictions be
applied to the number of powerboats allowed on the lake. The
study also recommended that local residents install wastewater
holding tanks and plant tree and shrub buffer zones to improve
the water quality of the lake (Beck 1985).
Twenty six years later, the limnology and water chemistry of
Ditch Lake were monitored from spring thaw to freeze-up (Hamilton et al. 2011). Limnological measurements included: temperature, pH, conductivity, specific conductance, total dissolved
solids concentration (TDS), salinity and dissolved oxygen concentration (DO). Total ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen and reactive phosphate phosphorus concentrations
were chemically determined. Today Ditch Lake is more alkaline
than in 1985. The mean seasonal pH is 4.2% greater than Beck’s
July–August mean. Lake water conductivity has increased by
approximately 13%. However mean seasonal dissolved oxygen
concentration has not changed significantly since 1985.
The total ammonia nitrogen concentration in Ditch Lake is
54% greater than Beck’s 1985 July–August mean and seasonal
nitrate nitrogen concentration is 51% greater than Beck’s 1985
values for Ditch Lake. The measured mean seasonal reactive
phosphate phosphorus concentration of 0.193 mg L-1 represents
a 98% increase the estimated derived by Beck, 1985 and is eight
times the Manitoba Conservation guideline of 0.025 mg L-1.
Beck’s 1985 Trophic State Index (TSI) for Ditch Lake indicated a moderately eutrophic water body; very productive and
subject to frequent summertime algal blooms. Water quality
was considered suitable for recreational purposes except during
toxic cyanophyte algal blooms. The 2011 calculated TSI falls
in the hypereutrophic range suggesting a significant deterioration in water quality. The lake is subject to annual blue-green
algal blooms, excessive macrophyte growth and both summer
and winter fish kills. Nuisance macrophytes, algal scum, high
turbidity and low light transparency can discourage aquatic activities. Severe taste and odour may occur at times and during
these times water contact is not recommended.

Figure 5
Ditch Lake, 178 resident/cottage lots. (Photo credit: T. Sallows)

referred to as Gertrude Lake. Ditch Lake is the up glacier basin
associated with Microwave Tower Hill (McGinn 2000).

Ditch Lake hydrology and limnology1
Snowmelt and summer rainfall runoff are the primary surface
water inputs into Ditch Lake. Groundwater is also a significant
contributor to the storage volume. Summer evapotranspiration
and outflow discharge through a shallow outlet channel represent the primary water losses. Annual outflow is approximately
458 dam3 and the flushing period is estimated to be 8.1 years.
Consequently, nutrient and sediment build-up in the lake is expected.
Ditch Lake fisheries included northern pike (Esox lucius),
white sucker (Catostomus commersoni), yellow perch (Percea
flavescens) a variety of smaller fish species and is annually
stocked with young walleye pike (Sander vitreus) (Bruderlin
2011). It is also a significant recreation setting. The Ditch Lake
Cottage Association includes 178 resident/cottage lots (Figure
5). Seventy-four of the cottages are located in the Ditch Lake
community while there are 104 residents/cottages fronting on
the 3630 m long north basin shore. Of these, approximately 20–
25 are permanent residents. All new residences/cottages require
a septic tank (“pump-out”) for wastewater treatment and disposal. However, not all of the 178 units employ pump-outs; some
have septic fields and a few older units drain grey water into the
lake (Hall 2011). All resident and cottage units have a well to
obtain potable water. Most shore frontage units have a seasonal
dock and a variety of watercraft including pontoon boats, power
boats, personal watercraft, punts and canoes. There are three
public boat launches and a community swimming beach.
In 1985, A.E. Beck authored a Water Standards and Studies Report which focused on 12 recreational “pothole” lakes in
the South Riding Mountain Planning District. Ditch Lake was
one of the 12 lakes studied. The primary objective of the study
was to develop recommendations regarding cottage carrying capacity with respect to environmental quality, public safety and
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016 18: 102–109

The Sand Lake ice-shoved hill to the Beatty pits in a
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Photo stop 5: The Sand Lake ice-shoved hill
1.1 km northeast of the intersection of Provincial Highway 10
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(Figure 1). The tri-sectional ridge is slightly arcuate, suggesting an ice advance from the northeast. However, an alternate
interpretation employs a natural drainage channel to divide the
landform into a northern suite (two sections of the ridge and a
northern outlier) and a southern unit composed of a contiguous
ridge section and outlier (Figure 1). The northern hills typically
exhibit 15–20 m relative relief. The southern unit is higher (up
to 45 m relative relief) and broader.
Composite ridges are composed of multiple slices of upthrust and contorted bedrock and or unconsolidated sediments
which are often interlayered and overlain with glacigenic material (Benn and Evans 2010). Beatty pits in the foreground,
displaced Odanah Shale crest in background.

Figure 6
Sand Lake ice-shoved hill. (Photo credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

Presentation stop 3: Beatty pit 1
1.2 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on Beatty Road, approximately 3.3 km southeast of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12
Wasagaming; 14U 433346.95 E, 5605689.17 N; Approximate
elevation 656 m ASL

east of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U
433199.80 E, 5602692.32 N; Approximate elevation 618m ASL
This elongated ice-shoved hill is approximately 2.0 km long,
300 m wide and lies 15 m above the Glacial Lake Proven lacustrine plain (Figure 6).

Ice proximal sections in the Beatty pit (Figure 1) expose about
2.0 m of Zelena Till overlying a deformation diamict and/or distorted sands and gravels. The fluvial facies contains dragfolds,
overfolds and small thrust faults. The deformation diamict, in
places, is predominantly reworked coarse glaciofluvial material.
When this is the case, dragfolds, overfolds and crenulations are
common. When the deformation diamict is reworked till, shear
flexures and small thrust faults occur. Pebble clast fabric analysis (Figure 1) from the upper till suggests a northern ice flow
vector (5° azimuth). A secondary vector (40° azimuth), however, supports the northeastern ice flow theory.

Photo stop 6: Weathered Odanah Shale exposure
1.0 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on the Sand Lake cottages access road; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 433085.71 E,
5603499.95 N; Approximate elevation 630 m ASL
Dried out and weathered Odanah Shale is usually light olivegrey in colour, non-calcareous, sub fissile, siliceous and hard
(McNeil et al. 1981). Light-brown to dark-yellowish-orange
patches are common on some weathered fracture surfaces. Odanah Shales have high moisture absorption rates (approximately
20%) and air dry shrinkage rates of 4–8% (Bannatyne 1970).
Consequently, theses shales are susceptible to hydration weathering, rapidly breaking down into small blade like shapes over
two to three wet/dry cycles. Mean ASCE (Corey) Shape Factor
(c/ab0.5) equals 0.296 ± 0.064. Mean relative density (specific
gravity) is measured to be 1.8 (Blais and McGinn 2011).

Presentation stop 4 and Photo stop 8: Shale pit outlook
0.75 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on the south side of Beatty Road; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 432919.18 E, 5605830
N; Approximate elevation 670 m ASL
South of Onanole, discordant shale bedrock is exposed in a
small borrow pit on the crest of the ridge. At this site the strike
appears to be as expected, apparent dips seem to be disrupted,
plunging opposite the acknowledged western trend. The eastward view from the crest of the composite linear ridge overlooks
the proximal Beatty pits.

Photo stop 7: A small composite linear ridge
1.8 km east of Provincial Highway 10, approximately 4.0 km
southeast of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14
U 434011.50 E, 5189.80 N; Approximate elevation 641 m ASL

Presentation stop 5: Beatty pit 2
1.2 km east of Provincial Highway 10 on Beatty Road, approximately 3.0 km southeast of Onanole, Manitoba; NTS 62J/12
Wasagaming; 14U 433298.99 E, 5606092.22 N; Approximate
elevation 651 m ASL

Associated with the ice-shoved hill-hole pairs is a low relief
ridge, centred on Onanole, Manitoba (Figure 1). This small
composite linear ridge is described as a broken series of hills
8.0 km long, 2.0 km wide and 15–30 m high. The gaps appear to be generated by a combination of ice stagnation drainage
and Holocene fluvial erosion (McGinn 2002). The ridge may
be divided into a north-northwest–south-southwest orientation
(335°) tri-sectional ridge (CLR) and two distal outlier hills (OH)
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016 18: 102–109

Deformed sand and gravel under Zelena Till (Figure 7). This
ablation or melt-out till is 9% gravel, 34% sand, and 57% silt
and clay (Klassen 1979). Clasts are predominantly Paleozoic
carbonates (60%), local Odonah Shale (Pierre Formation) and
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Figure 7
Beatty pit 2 showing glaciotectonically deformed sands and gravels.
(Photo credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

metasedimentary shield rocks. The preferred orientation of the
clasts tends towards the southwest suggesting a northeast ice advance (McGinn 2000).
Omars are distinctive glacial erratics composed of massive siliceous greywacke, characterized by buff-weathering
calcareous concretions rare but have been found in the Beatty
pits (Figure 8). Omars are derived from the Omarolluk Formation, a thick Proterozoic turbidite-flysch deposit outcropping
in the Belcher Islands, southeastern Hudson Bay (Ricketts and
Donaldson 1981). Omars found in southern Manitoba have
experienced two episodes of Late Wisconsinan glacial dispersal; an early northwest to westward flow from the Belcher Islands source region (Labrador Sector ice flow), followed by the
southward dispersal by the Keewatin Sector ice flow (Prest et
al. 2000).

Figure 8
An Omar. The Omarolluk Formation greywacke. (Photo credit: R.A.
McGinn, 2013)

Photo stop 9: A small composite linear ridge
West side of Provincial Highway 10, 1.0 km north-northwest of
Onanole, Manitoba, North across the pothole lake; NTS 62J/12
Wasagaming; 14U 431128.3 E, 5609354.0 N; Approximate elevation 621 m ASL
Presentation stop 6: Onanole Borrow Pit
NTS 62J/12 Wasagaming; 14 U 431113.23 E, 5610142.85 N;
Approximate elevation 631m ASL
A recumbent fold in glaciotectonically deformed sand and gravel (see Figure 9).

Figure 9
Onanole borrow pit, showing a recumbent fold in glaciotectonically
deformed sand and gravels. (Photo credit: R.A. McGinn, 2014)

Conclusions
One might suggest that these hypothesized ice shoved hills
are in fact shale bedrock subcrops. Perhaps subsurface drilling could resolve the conflict, but that is unlikely to occur. The
stratigraphic evidence (tills over deformed glaciofluvial material) in both the surrounding ice stagnation plain and the Small
Prairie Perspectives: Geographical Essays 2016 18: 102–109

Composite Linear Ridge support the conclusion that these features are Cupola-Hills and perhaps Hill-Hole Pairs. All appear
to have formed during the Falconer Advance of the Lostwood
Glaciation and are surrounded by Glacial Lake Proven sediments. The fluvial facies appears to be outwash suggesting the
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glacier advanced south-southwest over its outwash plain. Subglacial shear and folding were probably aided by variations in
porewater pressure and frictional drag.
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Notes
1

This section on ‘Ditch Lake Hydrology and Limnology’ is reproduced in edited
form from the executive summary of the Gertrude ‘Ditch’ Lake limnology and
water quality study conducted by the Ditch Lake Cottage Association and Riding
Mountain National Park (Hamilton et al. 2011).
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